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Abstract We describe a flexible, computationally efficient
stream network model, which forms the core of a
simulation framework that spatially integrates the contribu-
tions from point and nonpoint sources in a watershed. The
model uses the map and stream topology information in the
US Environmental Protection Agency’s Reach File 3 to
generate a spatially explicit network of stream reaches.
Water and materials are routed through the stream network
to the watershed outlet, and the routing process accounts for
transit times and for possible nutrient losses in streams.
This model can be applied wherever Reach File maps or
maps from the newer National Hydrography Dataset are
available, and it can be combined with models of other
watershed processes to create a complete watershed
simulation system. We present an application of the stream
network model to two watersheds of different sizes in the
Patuxent River watershed of Maryland, USA. Simulated
predictions of streamflow and nitrate concentrations are
either very good or good according to standards developed
for evaluating the widely used Hydrologic Simulation
Program – Fortran (HSPF) watershed model.
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1 Introduction

Pollution of streams and rivers in the USA and throughout the
world remains of great concern, especially nonpoint source
pollution by nutrients and sediment [15, 20]. There is a
growing need to assess water quality and biological
conditions in streams from a watershed perspective. In the
USA, the imposition of total maximum daily loads as legal
limits on the watershed-wide pollutant influx to a water body
has created strong demand for new assessment tools [38].

Watershed models have emerged as important research
and management tools, particularly in efforts to understand
and control water pollution [11, 12, 16, 31, 33]. A great
variety of watershed models can be found in the literature.
Some, such as SHE [1, 2] and TOPMODEL [13, 14],
simulate only hydrologic processes in a watershed, whereas
others also include biogeochemical processes that influence
water quality [5]. Some watershed models are designed for
single storm events (ANSWERS [8] and AGNPS [42]);
others are continuous-time models that simulate both storm
and nonstorm conditions (HSPF [17, 21], SWRRB [6], and
SWAT [5]).

Watershed models can be grouped into two categories of
spatial representation: spatially lumped and spatially dis-
tributed. The former does not account for spatial variability
of processes within a watershed, whereas the latter
considers the within-watershed variations in the factors
controlling the movements of water, sediment, and other
materials. Spatially distributed models are a conceptual
improvement over their lumped counterparts, and they can
provide more accurate results when detailed data are
available for parameterization and simulation. Many use
grid cells to represent spatial variability of hydrologic
processes and watershed characteristics. Such models are
complex and data demanding, and the required data on
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inputs and parameters are often unavailable. High uncer-
tainties in predictions resulting from data uncertainties can
limit model utility [10, 31]. There is an increasing need for
spatially explicit models with less-intensive data require-
ments than grid cells.

White et al. [41] presented a conceptual spatial model that
partitions a landscape into drainage subbasin units. Point and
nonpoint sources of pollution are assigned within each
subbasin, and subbasins are anchored to stream networks.
The drainage subbasins and stream networks together
constitute the hydrologic system through which point and
nonpoint sources of pollution are aggregated. This concep-
tualization is the core of SPARROW, a statistical model that
relates water quality to spatially referenced basin character-
istics [32]. The works of White et al. [41] and Smith et al.
[32] exemplify a shift in watershed modeling away from
spatial representation on grid cells.

The development of a comprehensive watershed model
that simulates all the important processes in a single
program demands a great deal of time, manpower, and
other resources. The application of such a model can be
complex and computationally demanding, and often does
not produce satisfactory predictions because data are not
available to calibrate its large number of parameters. Such
difficulties have helped drive a shift in watershed model
development away from complex comprehensive simula-
tion programs toward modular systems, such as Modular
Modeling System [24, 25], which integrates simpler,
exchangeable models for subsets of processes. For many
practical problems, simpler models can give more precise
predictions because they have fewer parameters and lower
associated parameter uncertainties. Relatively simple, user-
friendly modular models that can be applied to broad
landscapes may also provide better assessment tools for
watershed managers and decision makers.

We developed a watershed model composed of three
simple modules to predict water and nutrient discharges from
watersheds that can be divided into many subwatersheds. One
of the modules is an existing rainfall–runoff model called
TOPMODEL [13], and we created the other two modules for
estimation of nutrient concentrations in runoff and stream
network transport, respectively. This paper focuses on the
stream network model, which was designed to be the core of
our watershed simulation. We present it separately from the
rest of our full watershed model because it is very generic
and could be integrated into other modular watershed
simulation systems. We applied the model to predict water
discharge and nitrate concentrations from two watersheds of
different sizes in the Patuxent River drainage of Maryland,
USA, and we compared the simulated predictions to the
measured streamflows and nitrate concentrations [22]. We
discuss the quality of predictions and the advantages and
applicability of our approach.

2 Model Design and Structure

We consider a generic watershed made up of many
subwatersheds connected to a stream network (Fig. 1).
The subwatersheds are sources of runoff and nonpoint
sources of water pollutants, and they may also contain point
sources of pollution. The stream network model uses the
stream map and flow topology in the US Environmental
Protection Agency’s Reach File 3 to generate a stream
network [36, 37], and it spatially integrates contributions
from both point and nonpoint sources in the watershed
(Fig. 2). The inputs to the stream network can be outputs
from other models or actual measurements. Water and
materials are routed through the stream network to the
watershed outlet. The integration of point and nonpoint
sources is accomplished in the routing process.

The following sections discuss the functions of four major
components of the stream network model: the reach module,
the binary search tree module, the first in–first out (FIFO)
queue module, and the stream network module (Fig. 3).

2.1 The Reach File

A stream reach is a segment of a stream, and the stream
network in a watershed is composed of all the stream
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Fig. 1 A generic watershed with a stream network, subwatersheds,
and point sources
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reaches in the watershed that are interconnected in an
orderly fashion. Water flows downstream to the outlet of
the watershed. Except for headwater streams, a typical
stream reach receives water at its upstream end as well as
runoff from the subwatershed directly draining to it, and it
discharges water at its downstream end. Sediment and other
materials are carried in water downstream to the watershed
outlet in the same way.

Reach File 3 was developed by the US EPA as a
network-oriented, spatially referenced geographic database
of surface water features of the USA [36, 37] and was
superseded by the US Geological Survey’s (USGS)
National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) in 2000 [39]. Both
Reach File 3 and NHD have been used in water-quality
modeling of streams and rivers [3, 19, 32].

The basic unit of Reach File 3 is the stream reach, which
has many attributes that define the connected stream
network. The most important attributes are the reach code,
which uniquely identifies each reach, and the navigation
attributes, which specify the connectivity between reaches
[36]. The reach code has three parts: the catalog unit (CU),
the segment number, and the marker index. The CU is a
unique eight-digit code assigned to a watershed and defined

as a Federal Information Processing Standard number. The
CU for the Patuxent River watershed in Maryland is
02060006. The segment number is a unique four-digit
number assigned to a surface water feature within a CU.
When an existing segment is subsequently divided by a
new tributary, the two pieces of the original segment are
each assigned a different marker index value [36]. The
navigation attributes of a stream reach are the identifying
codes of its associated reaches. Any given ‘instant’ reach
has up to five associated ones: the upstream left, upstream
right, downstream, divergent, and complement reaches
(Fig. 4). Besides these attributes from Reach File 3, we
defined some additional attributes, such as sediment and
nutrient concentrations, for simulating water and pollutant
transport through the stream network.

2.2 Data Storage and Search: Binary Search Tree

To create a model that can be applied to watersheds of
different sizes, we used a binary search tree as the data
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Fig. 2 A stream network-based conceptual watershed model. Inputs
to stream reaches from point and nonpoint sources can be field
measurements or outputs from component submodels. Point and
nonpoint sources in the watershed are integrated in the stream network
model
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Fig. 3 The stream network model is composed of four basic modules
and an application module
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structure for storing and searching stream reach data [23,
34]. The tree contains one node for each reach, the location
of which is determined by its unique three-part code. The
binary search tree dynamically allocates storage for each
node and places the node into its proper position so that the
set of reaches read in from a file is sorted at all times. As a
result, the code in any given node is lexicographically
greater than any codes in the node’s left subtree, but less
than any codes in the right subtree (Fig. 5). This data
structure makes it possible to accommodate varying sizes of
stream networks in different watersheds.

To connect a stream reach with its associated ones, up to
five searches are needed to locate them using the navigation
attributes (Fig. 4). Search time and efficiency become
significant issues as the size of a stream network becomes
large. With the reach data stored in a binary search tree,
searching is conducted with an efficient binary search
algorithm. For any search, the algorithm starts at the root of
the tree and compares the search code with the code stored
at the root. If the two codes match, the search is finished. If
the search code is less than the code at the root, searching
goes to the left subtree, otherwise to the right subtree. In
either case, the next step is to compare the search code with
that stored in a child node (left or right). This recursive
process of dividing the tree in two continues until a stream
reach with the matching code is found or the entire tree has
been searched. In the latter case, the reach being searched
for is not in the tree [23, 34].

2.3 Stream Network Generation and Traversal

A stream network is generated by connecting each stream
reach with its associated ones (Fig. 4). In the simulation
program, a pointer is specified for each of the associated
reaches. Once one is located using the binary search
algorithm, it is connected to the instant reach by setting
its designated pointer to its address. When every stream
reach in the watershed is connected to its associated ones,
stream network generation is completed.

The model then traverses the stream network to establish
a routing sequence that correctly moves water and materials
from upstream to downstream reaches. The traversal
algorithm begins with the stream network outlet and moves
upstream. An example of the traversal process is given in
Fig. 6, which contains nine stream segments labeled R1
through R9 (Fig. 6a). These labels are for identification
only and are not stream orders. The traversal algorithm is a
recursive process applied to each reach in the stream
network in the same way. The algorithm can be simply
described as first left, then right, and finally the current one.
That is, for any given reach, the sequence of traversal is
always first to its upper left, then to its upper right, and
finally itself. If the upper left one is not a headwater stream,
the algorithm continues to move up to the left until a
headwater stream is found. When that occurs, the position
of the stream reach in the routing sequence (shown by a
number in Fig. 6) is saved in a queue (described below).
The algorithm then checks the upper right one. If it is a
headwater stream, it is placed in the queue. Then the
immediate downstream reach is saved in the queue. For any
given reach, only after all the reaches upstream of it are
already in the queue will the one in question be placed in
the queue. The stream reach at the outlet of the network
will be the last one to be saved in the queue (the last one in
the routing sequence). The numbers in Fig. 6 indicate the
order in which these reaches are placed in a queue and in
which they will be processed as water and materials are
routed through the stream network. A downstream reach
always has a larger number than all the ones upstream of it.
In the example in Fig. 6, the outlet reach R1 has the largest
number (nine) among the nine reaches, which means that it
is the last one in the routing sequence.
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Fig. 4 Reach connectivity in
Reach File 3. For each instant
reach (the reach under consider-
ation), there are up to five
associated reaches
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Fig. 5 An example of a binary
search tree. The identification
number in a node determines its
position in the tree. For any
node, all the nodes in its left
subtree have smaller identifica-
tion numbers, and all the nodes
in its right subtree have larger
numbers. In our model, the
identification number is the
reach code, which is a combi-
nation of three numbers: the
catalog unit, the segment num-
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Fig. 6 An example stream network with stream reaches identified as
R1, R2,..., R9 (a). The traversal of the stream network is shown from
(b) to (o), which determines the order of routing (indicated by
numbers 1 to 9, where a larger number means later routing). A
downstream reach always has a larger number than all of its upstream
reaches, and the outlet reach has the largest number (o). The routing
order is saved in a queue (p)
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Similar methods of traversing a stream network have been
used in other hydrological studies [7]. The purpose of
traversing the network in our model is to order the stream
reaches so that each one will be placed after all of its
upstream reaches in the simulation sequence. There can be
many different sequences that meet this need, and the
sequence resulting from our traversal procedure is just one
of the correct sequences. For example, the four headwater
reaches (R5, R6, R8, and R9) in Fig. 6 can be arranged in 24
different ways that all keep the downstream ones in the same
order, such as (R5, R6, R8, R9, R4, R7, R2, R3, R1), (R6,
R5, R8, R9, R4, R7, R2, R3, R1), (R5, R6, R9, R8, R4, R7,
R2, R3, R1), and (R8, R6, R5, R9, R4, R7, R2, R3, R1).
Any method of establishing such a sequence can be used in
the model. We use the recursive traversal mainly because of
its simple implementation and computational efficiency.

2.4 Saving the Routing Sequence: The FIFO Queue

The structure of a stream network does not change, so it only
needs to be traversed once to determine the routing sequence,
which is saved for repeated use in a data structure called a
first in–first out (FIFO) queue. Such a queue holds an ordered
sequence of items. The two basic operations of a FIFO queue
are enqueue and dequeue [34]. The enqueue operation adds
a new item at the end of the queue, whereas the dequeue
operation removes an item from the front of the queue.

To keep the ordered sequence unchanged throughout a
simulation, two FIFO queues are used (Fig. 7). At the
beginning of each round of routing, one queue is filled with

reaches, and the other is empty. Routing occurs one reach at
a time: A reach is taken out of one queue (dequeued);
routing is performed on it; and then it is put into the other
queue (enqueued). This process continues until all the
reaches have been taken out of one queue and put into the
other (Fig. 7), finishing one round of routing. The two
queues reverse their roles when the next round of routing
begins. The queue previously filled with reaches is now
empty; the other now contains all the reaches in the same
order. The process is repeated as many times as needed to
complete a simulation (Fig. 7). To our knowledge, this
queue structure has not been used in any other hydrological
models.

2.5 Integrating Point and Nonpoint Sources

The stream network model simulates the routing of
streamflow and selected water pollutants, and the contribu-
tions of point and nonpoint sources are integrated by the
routing process. Each point source is anchored to a
particular reach and treated as one of its inputs, but the
contribution of nonpoint source inputs depends on how
finely a watershed is partitioned. In theory, the contributing
area of a stream reach can be defined as a subwatershed
draining directly to it; that is, it has its own subwatershed.
In practice, a watershed is often partitioned into larger units
so that each subwatershed contains more than one stream
reach. In this case, the nonpoint source contribution is
estimated using the ratio of the reach length to the total
length of all reaches in the subwatershed.
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The output from a reach as a result of the routing process
provides one of the inputs to its immediate downstream
reach. Thus, contributions from point and nonpoint sources
in the study watershed are integrated, on a reach-by-reach
basis, in the process of routing through the stream network.
In the simulation program, the routed water, sediment, and
other water pollutants are defined as additional attributes in
the reach data structure and updated in each round of
routing.

3 Stream Network Routing

During a dynamic simulation of stream transport, water and
materials must be moved (“routed”) through the stream
network at each time step. Except for headwater streams, the
stream network model calculates outflow at the downstream
end of a stream reach from three inputs: the inflow at its
upstream end, nonpoint source runoff from the subwatershed
draining to it, and effluent from any point sources. The
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Fig. 7 Two first in–first out
(FIFO) queues are used to pre-
serve the routing order. The
elements in these example
queues are the reaches (R1,
R2,..., R9) shown in Fig. 6. At
the beginning of each round of
routing, one queue is full of
reaches and the other is empty.
One reach at a time is taken from
one queue and put into the other
after routing procedures are per-
formed on reaches (a) to (d). The
two queues reverse their roles
when the next round of routing
begins. The one previously filled
with reaches is now empty; the
other now contains the same
reaches in the same order (d).
The same process is repeated as
many times as needed to com-
plete a simulation (e, f)
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algorithm also accounts for time lags due to channel storage,
which may delay discharge until a later time. The chain of
calculations for each time step ends at the outlet of the stream
network, where the calculated outputs are the outputs from
the entire stream network and its entire watershed.

The flux of water and materials from a reach can be
described in the following mass balance equation:

O ¼ INPS þ IPS þ F � R ð1Þ

whereO is the output, INPS is the nonpoint source input from
the contributing subwatershed, IPS is the input from point
sources, F is the flux from the immediate upstream reaches,
and R is the removal or loss due to in-stream processes.

When the loss term (R) in the equation is negligible, the
output from a stream reach equals its total input. If the
reach is long, resulting in a significant time lag between
input and output, the output at any time can be described by
the output and input a time interval earlier. When the loss is
not negligible, the proportion of input that is removed by
in-stream processes can be described by a decay function.
We implement Eq. 1 in two computational steps. First, a
routing procedure is applied without considering in-stream
loss. Then, the output from the routing procedure supplies
the input to a decay function. The result from the second
step is the output from the stream reach in question.

3.1 Streamflow Routing

For streamflow, the in-stream loss, R in Eq. 1, is considered
insignificant, so streamflow routing is simulated with a
routing procedure only. There are many published algo-

rithms for routing water through streams, rivers, or
reservoirs [27, 30, 35]. In our model, we implemented a
simple algorithm called the convex method [30], which
estimates the outflow leaving a reach at anytime from the
outflow and inflow one time interval earlier, i.e.,

Qt ¼ cIt�$t þ 1� cð ÞQt�$t ð2Þ

where Qt is the outflow at time t; c is a constant, 0≤c≤1;
and the inflow and outflow one time interval earlier are
It�$t and Qt�$t, respectively. Thus, the outflow at any time
is the weighted average of the inflow and the outflow one
time interval earlier, and the outflow must be between It�$t

and Qt�$t [30]. The constant c depends on the time interval
Δt and stream reach length. The number of times routing is
performed per day is the reciprocal of the time interval. For
example, if the time interval is 1/4 day, routing will be
performed four times per day.

It is worth noting that this model was not designed to test
or implement state-of-the-art mechanistic representations of
stream channel transport. Instead, we sought to develop a
flexible modeling framework with simple algorithms that
can be applied with appropriate detail for entire watersheds.
The convex algorithm is presented here as an example to
illustrate the routing process. The simulation program could
be easily modified to implement a different routing algorithm
or offer a selection of several different algorithms.

3.2 Material Routing

In most practical problems, the in-stream loss of material,
i.e., R in Eq. 1, is not negligible. The proportion of material
entering a stream reach that is removed by in-stream
processes is a function of many factors and varies among
constituents. For plant nutrients, such as nitrogen, the
proportion of input removed can be described as a function
of water depth and travel time (residence time). The
fraction of nutrient removed is inversely related to stream
channel depth and positively related to water residence time
[19]. Data on depth and residence time are not included in
Reach File 3; however, depth can be described as a function of
flow rate [3], and residence time can be described as the ratio
of reach length to flow velocity. Data on reach length and
flow rate are available, but velocity data are not. If velocity
does not vary considerably, the fraction of nutrient removed
by in-stream processes can be expressed as a function of
reach length and flow rate. Different forms of decay functions
can be found in the literature [41, 29, 28], and we
implemented an exponential decay function as follows:

Ot ¼ It exp �kL=Qtð Þ ð3Þ

Fig. 8 The location of the Patuxent River watershed. The two
subwatersheds draining to sampling stations 277 and 251.1 are
outlined and stippled
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where Ot is the flux of material from the reach at time t, It is
the input of material at time t, k is the decay parameter, L is
the reach length, and Qt is the flow rate (discharge) at time t.

Material routing is estimated in two steps. For each
stream reach, routing is performed with the convex method;
then output from the routing procedure supplies the input to
the decay function, i.e., It in Eq. 3. The difference between
influx (It) and flux (Ot) in Eq. 3 is the in-stream loss term R
in Eq. 1. The end result from these two procedures, Ot in
Eq. 3, is the flux of material from the reach in question, i.e.,
the output (O) in Eq. 1.

4 Model Application

The stream network model was applied to the watershed of
the Patuxent River, a tributary to the Chesapeake Bay near
the cities of Washington, DC, and Baltimore, MD (Fig. 8).
The Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC)
monitored the discharges of water, sediment, and plant
nutrients from study watersheds in the Patuxent drainage
for 2 years from 1997 to 1999 [22, 40]. The monitoring
data from SERC and USGS were used to validate this
model. The validation process consists of two steps. The
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Fig. 9 Simulated and observed
daily streamflows at SERC
sampling stations 277 (a) and
251.1 (b)
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first step verifies the topology of the generated stream
network and the connectivity of subwatersheds to the
network, and the second step compares simulated flow
and nutrient concentrations with observed data.

4.1 Topology of the Generated Stream Networks

To verify the stream network topology, model-generated
stream networks were compared with the Reach File maps

using a geographic information system (GIS). The routing
order of each generated stream network, as stored in a
queue in the simulation, was examined in comparison with
the network map in the GIS. The connections of subwater-
sheds to their corresponding anchor reaches were also
verified. In addition, for each simulated watershed, we
compared the total water inputs from all the point and
nonpoint sources in the watershed with the simulated
streamflow at the watershed outlet. For this purpose, the
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Fig. 10 Simulated and observed
weekly nitrate concentrations at
SERC sampling stations 277 (a)
and 251.1 (b)
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parameter c in the routing function (Eq. 2) was set at 1, so
there was no delay in flow routing; the parameter k in the
decay function (Eq. 3) was set at 0, so there was no loss of
water. With these parameter values, the principle of
conservation of mass requires that the daily streamflow at
the outlet of a watershed equal the daily sum of the inputs
from all the point and nonpoint sources in the watershed.
Failure to achieve mass balance would indicate errors in the
topology of the generated stream network or in connecting
subwatersheds to their anchor reaches. The model was
successfully verified using these criteria.

4.2 Simulated vs. Observed Data

We further tested the model by comparing simulated
predictions of streamflow and nitrate concentrations with
observed data from SERC study watersheds and USGS
gauging stations [22]. Nonpoint source inputs from sub-
watersheds to the stream network were simulated using two
other models. Runoff was predicted by TOPMODEL [13,
14], and the nitrate concentration was estimated from
precipitation, streamflow, geology, land use, and seasonal-
ity using an empirical regression model [40]. The Maryland
Department of the Environment provided monitoring data
on point source inputs of water and nitrate.

The stream network model was run to predict streamflow
and nitrate concentrations at the outlets of watersheds
draining to two SERC sampling stations numbered 277 and
251.1 (Fig. 8). The former is a small, low-order watershed
(58 km2), and the latter is a large mainstem watershed
(908 km2) discharging to the head of the Patuxent estuary.
Watershed 251.1 contains 79 subwatersheds and 15 point
sources, whereas watershed 277 has 19 subwatersheds with
no point sources. The runoff and nutrient inputs from
subwatersheds and the point source inputs are saved in
separate files and retrieved one record at a time during the
simulation. A USGS gauging station is located near each of
the two SERC stations (SERC 277 is USGS 01591400 and
SERC 251.1 is USGS 01594440). Daily simulated pre-
dictions were directly compared to USGS measured daily

flows (Fig. 9). Because nutrient concentrations were
measured weekly, weekly average simulated nitrate con-
centrations were first calculated from daily predictions and
then compared to nitrate concentrations measured by SERC
(Fig. 10). Overall, the simulated flows and nitrate concen-
trations were reasonably close to their observed values. The
correlations of the observed and predicted flows were 0.93
and 0.63 for stations 251.1 and 277, respectively. The
correlations of observed and predicted nitrate concentra-
tions were 0.61 and 0.76 for the two stations. The main
discrepancies between predicted and observed time series
data are in the peak values and the lowest values. Predicted
peak flows are lower and base flows are higher than their
observed counterparts. A similar observation can be made
for the nitrate concentrations. This pattern of discrepancy
between the predictions of the stream network model and
observed data appears inherited from its two feeding
models, TOPMODEL and the nutrient model, because
similar patterns of difference in predicted and observed
high and low values were also observed for them even
before their outputs were processed by the stream network
model.

In addition to time series data, we also compared the
total observed and simulated flow volumes and nitrate
fluxes at both stations for the whole simulation period
(Table 1). We used the general guidelines for evaluating
simulation results of the widely used Hydrologic Simula-
tion Program – Fortran model (HSPF) [9, 18] to assess the
performance of our model. According to those guidelines,
our predictions of streamflow and nitrate for the two
watersheds are either very good (less than 10% difference
between observed and simulated values) or good (less than
15% difference).

5 Discussion

The stream network model was developed to be the core of
a flexible, efficient, modular watershed simulation in which
different sets of processes occurring in a watershed can be
simulated separately with different models. Our watershed
simulation framework is similar to that of White et al. [41]
and Smith et al. [32]. However, White et al. did not include
the idea of using different models for different sets of
processes, and SPARROW predicts total nitrogen or
phosphorus fluxes over annual or greater time intervals
rather than simulating fine-scale temporal dynamics.

Simulation accuracy depends on the quality of the input
data as well as the model itself. The accuracy of our flow
predictions at the stream network outlet is mainly deter-
mined by the accuracy of the TOPMODEL estimates of
runoff from subwatersheds to the stream network. The

Table 1 Modeled and measured 2-year water and nitrate discharges
from two study watersheds

Watershed Data type Streamflow
(106 m3)

Nitrate flux
(103 kg)

SERC 277 Observed 35.7 123.5
Simulated 33.6 114.6
Difference (%)a 5.9 7.2

SERC 251.1 Observed 586.8 . 692.2 .
Simulated 521.8 640.6
Difference (%)a 11.1 7.5

a Difference (%)=100×(observed−simulated)/observed
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accuracy of predicted nutrient concentrations depends on
the nutrient inputs to the stream network, which are
predicted by the nutrient regression model, and on the in-
stream loss, which is simulated in the stream network
model. When the rate of in-stream loss is small compared to
the subwatershed inputs, the proportion of prediction errors
that can be attributed to the stream network model is small.
On the other hand, when the rate of in-stream loss is high,
the contribution of this model to the prediction errors could
be substantial if it were not appropriately calibrated.

The stream network model is simple and computation-
ally efficient, and can be applied wherever Reach File maps
are available with no constraint on the size of stream
network; as such, it provides the kind of modeling tool
needed for environmental assessment of broad landscapes.
At the time of model development, the Reach File Version
3 (RF3) was the most advanced digital hydrographic map
that provided topological information for stream routing.
Since then, the newer NHD has integrated the information
from RF3 with other USGS maps [39] and introduced a
slightly different representation of topology. With minor
changes, the stream network simulation program can be
easily adapted to use that new topological information. The
availability of RF3 and NHD has also fostered the
development of GIS data models especially designed for
surface water resources, such as Arc Hydro for Environ-
mental Systems Research Institute’s ArcGIS [26]. The stream
network model could be made more broadly applicable by
integrating it with a GIS that supports Arc Hydro or other
similar data structures.

In general, a watershed can be compartmentalized
spatially or topologically. Depending on the purpose of
research, the compartmentalization can be accomplished in
different ways, and spatial processes in different compart-
ments can be simulated with different component models. A
watershed simulation system designed this way facilitates
model development and customization because components
are usually loosely coupled with one another and can be
added or removed without much effort. Needed components
may already exist or can be developed efficiently, which are
usually simple and designed to simulate particular sets of
watershed processes, and often perform as well as or better
than more complex comprehensive models.

When a different compartmentalization of watershed is
required, different components can be used and coupled in
different order. For example, to study the effects of riparian
buffers on water quality at watershed scale, a model that
simulates riparian processes, such as the Riparian Ecosys-
tem Management Model (REMM) [4], can be added to our
conceptual watershed simulation framework. The outputs of
runoff and nutrients from subwatersheds would then
become inputs to REMM, instead of the streams, and the
outputs from the riparian model would become the inputs to

the streams. Because of their simplicity and flexibility,
watershed models composed of simple component modules
will see more development in the future than the traditional
complex comprehensive watershed simulation systems.
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